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About RadioGrupo and
Microsistemas de
Aguascalientes

RadioGrupo (RG) is a group of seven radio stations located in
Aguascalientes, a city in the center of México with a population of one
million. RG services an audience that spans the entire state as well as some
cities in the nearby states. Founded in 1936, it has an estimated 70% market
share according to one recent survey.
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Company:
RadioGrupo and Microsistemas
de Aguascalientes

Industry: Radio 
Broadcast Automation

Requirements: Development
control and performance

“FairCom is helping us to stay
number one.”

Alfredo Rivas,
CEO, Radio Grupo

Microsistemas de Aguascalientes
provides technology consulting
services to a number of industries
including radio broadcasting,
government, and commerce.

Application
Overview

RadioGrupo’s Traffic System

RG had been using an old DOS-
based Traffic System that allowed
the Traffic Manager to load
information on commercial spots
and contracts for announcers, to
produce an elementary schedule for
each of the stations, and to control
the actual production and collection
of the invoices. However, this
system had many handicaps
including no network capabilities, a
fixed projection of seven days
ahead, no graphical interface, and
no Y2K compliance.

RG needed to provide its radio
stations a new level of control and
sophistication to handle creating
the contracts, scheduling the
commercials as stipulated in the
contracts, controlling the invoice
generation for transmitted spots,
collecting the invoices, reporting
comprehensive information, and
forecasting for the future.

FairCom,
RadioGrupo, and
Microsistemas de
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The new system required the
ability to register and to schedule
spots for as long a time in the
future as the client could need; in
fact, there were clients that
contracted a year in advance for
publicity. Due to the variable nature

of advertising, one contract could
need different schedules for
different stations, even for the same 

station across different days.
Estimating a load of 500,000 spots
a year for the whole group, the
system would need at least three
times that amount so RG could
forecast a year in advance and
store the history for the previous
two years. This sole requirement
dictated the use of a medium to
heavy-weight database.

In addition, RG needed to be
confident that a contracted
schedule was either entered in its
entirety or completely rejected in
the case of any sort of failure.
Hence, it would be necessary to
have true client/server operation
and transaction processing. 

Finally, the staff at RG consisted
of music programmers, a well
trained sales force, and
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administrative staff—but no
technicians to perform ongoing
operations on a database server.
Hence, one important requirement
was to be able to manage the
information of all the group’s radio
stations from a single low-
maintenance database.

Because RG had no technical
staff, they turned to a local
consultant, José Luis Gómez
Serrano from Microsistemas de
Aguascalientes, to develop this new
system. Given the requirements of
this project, Microsistemas de
Aguascalientes proposed to use
Faircom technology. Mr. Gómez had
used c-tree Plus and the FairCom
Servers on several other projects
with excellent results. He believed
that this new project was perfectly
suited to this technology.

The Details
As the team from Microsistemas

de Aguascalientes worked on the
traffic engine, they were pleased by
the performance they achieved with
FairCom’s technology: a one-year
contract (about 15 spots a day)
could be programmed in a snap, at
a rate of 170 scheduled spots per
second. For each spot in a contract,
the system must find a suitable
location on the schedule, ensuring
that the specific contract constraints
are met. For example, the contract
may dictate that a spot be played
first in a set, that a spot should not
be mixed with those for related
businesses, etc.  The operation is
optimized using c-tree’s powerful
DoBatch() function, which allows the
programmer to process many
records at once.  When dealing with
spot records, it is possible to load
15,000 spots using one single 
c-tree function call!

This ability proved most useful
when producing the large number
of reports that the directors need to
analyze the business situations and
to forecast the future.
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For additional information regarding the Traffic System,
please contact Alfredo Rivas (alann@correoweb.com) or
José Luis Gómez Serrano (jlgs@ags.ciateq.mx).

The entire project was based on
a three-tiered model: a graphical
interface using Borland’s VCL
model, the business rules based
heavily on the C++ object paradigm,
and the server interaction using the
FairCom Server. This strategy
worked well, particularly when
developing the finer elements of the
system such as the assignment of
the spots on the schedule. The
ample c-tree Plus API gives the
programmer an assortment of
functions that make it easy,
powerful, and efficient to manage a
database in a complex situation.

With this technology in place,
salespeople can communicate
with RadioGrupo’s network and
capture contracts while sitting with

a client, providing clients with
superior service. The Traffic
System has run 24x7 for months
at a time without interruption,
accumulating hundreds of millions
of operations. Yet, it still works as
fast as it did when it was lightly
loaded. The comprehensive data it
now stores—every contract and
every spot—is invaluable for
decision making purposes.

The project for RG went so well
that a separate company was
formed to sell the Traffic System to
even larger groups of radio stations.
The stability of the FairCom Server
as well as its small footprint, cross-
platform support, and affordable
price make it the perfect companion
for this new venture.
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